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abstract: remains of two gold-sheet figures were discovered in 2006 on Kom W in tell el-farkha. 
The conservation and restoration of the figures was carried out in stages, starting immediately after 
the discovery. They were continued subsequently in two stages at the egyptian museum in cairo.
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polish excavations at tell el-farkha, a site in 
the eastern nile delta concealing remains 
from the times of the lower egyptian 
culture through the old Kingdom 
(chłodnicki, ciałowicz 2002; 2004), 
have brought a number of discoveries 
expanding and changing our understand-
ing of the beginnings of ancient egyptian 
civilization. one of these was the discov-
ery in 2006 of the remains of two figures 
made of sheet gold (ciałowicz 2007: 72; 
chłodnicki, ciałowicz 2008: 147–150). 

The hoard was uncovered in a unit 
marked as no. 205 on the eastern Kom, in 
layer 30/31. The room was open from the 
south and the objects had been deposited 
in the northwestern corner, parallel to 
the north wall. Beside the gold figures, 
the hoard also contained two flint knives 
and a necklace of beads made of ostrich 
eggshell and carnelian. The objects must 
have been wrapped together or placed 
in some kind of container presumably of 
an organic substance. The archaeological 

context indicated a date in the naqada iiiB 
period (approximately 3150–3100 Bc, 
corresponding to tell el-farkha phase 4). 
The excavators do not believe the findspot 
of the hoard to be where the objects had 
been displayed and it is more than likely 
that the objects themselves are older than 
the context in which they were discov-
ered (chłodnicki, ciałowicz 2007: 8–13). 
The set was certainly of a ritual nature and 
it must have been hidden during some 
local infighting (ciałowicz 2007: 72). 

Upon discovery the sheet gold was 
fragmented and displaced [Fig. 1]. 
careful registering of the pieces, which 
had to be smoothed and laid out, led to 
the provisional reconstruction of the 
find. This stage of the documentation 
and preservation work took place on site 
in 2006 and lasted one week, after which 
the gold was convoyed to the egyptian 
museum in cairo. 

preliminary documentation of the 
find indicated two figures depicting men, 
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approximately 60 cm and 30 cm high 
respectively. Both were shown standing 
and both were naked. They had been made 
of an organic material, wood presumably, 
which has been lost entirely. The sheet 
gold covering had encased the wooden 
core of the figures (chłodnicki, ciałowicz 
2007: 13). small rivets found with the gold 
confirm this idea as sheet gold is too soft 
and plastic as a material to be mounted on 
a corpus of some hard material. 

further conservation and restoration 
of the figures took place at the labs of the 
egyptian museum in cairo, where the 
objects were being prepared for display 
at the Seventy Years of Polish Archaeology 
in Egypt exhibition, which opened 
on 21 october 2007. The exhibition 
was organized by the polish centre of 
mediterranean archaeology,  University of 
Warsaw (majewska 2007: 17–21). 

The complexity and singularity of the 
find and the degree of damages that the 
gold images had incurred demanded more 
work than was envisaged at first. Therefore, 
during the preparations for the exhibition 
attention was paid primarily to the 
smaller figure. The gold pieces were fitted 

together and mounted on a papier-maché 
corpus. The legs, arms, head and face were 
modeled, making place for the eyes made 
of lapis-lazuli. The figurine was mounted 
vertically in a metal stand. for lack of time 
the sheet gold of the bigger figure was 
mounted on a provisionally modeled head 
and corpus. The remaining fragments were 
straightened and restored to their original 
shape and the figure recomposed lying flat 
on an appropriate base [Fig. 2]. 

The second stage of the conservation 
project organized by the polish centre of 
mediterranean archaeology took place in 
2008 and was carried out in association 
with the conservation lab of the egyptian 
museum in cairo with full support and 
cooperation from the museum director, 
dr. Wafaa el saddik. The gold objects were 
taken under police escort from their place 
of display in the main hall of the museum 
to the conservation lab.

The conservation and reconstruction 
treatment comprised work on the actual 
fragments of sheet gold and on recon-
structing the shape of the two figures. 

repairing the sheet gold required 
the restoration the original shape of the 
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Fig. 1.  Fragments of the gold figures upon discovery 
          (All photos R. Słaboński) 

fragments and the inventorying of all 
the pieces, matching elements found and 
subsequently fitted together. 

The damages to the object had obliter-
ated practically all evidence of the original 
shape of the figures. pieces of different 
size (a few dozen larger ones and more 
than a hundred smaller fragments, often 
less than 5 x 4 mm in size) were much 
bent, folded, mechanically deformed, 
torn apart and cracked. each fragment 
needed to be straightened out, the creases 
and folds removed while retaining any 
original modeling of the figures. This task 
demanded extreme care and diligence as the 
gold tended to tear at any incautious move. 
fortunately, the plasticity of the sheet 
metal was still good, allowing deforma-

tions to be removed with the use of profes-
sional jeweler’s tools. matching fragments 
were reconnected using Japanese tissue 
to underglue the pieces. an acryl resin 
solution in acetone was used as adhesive. 
The process of matching and joining pieces 
required also modeling of the original 
form. several such smaller parts could then 
be put together to restore the whole figure. 
a model of the core figure was prepared, 
first of easily modeled jeweler’s wax, later 
replaced with papier-maché and gypsum. 
This model figure was corrected over 
and over again as work on the sheet gold 
progressed, ultimately reconstructing the 
complete shape of the original figure. 
 once the sheet gold was restored to its 
original form, it was mounted on a gypsum 
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corpus painted brown in imitation of dark 
wood. The two figurines were displayed 
in standing position on metal stands 
[Fig. 3]. The last stage of the process, will 
be to transfer the gold shapes to properly 
prepared wooden models.1

The two gold figures from tell el-farkha 
constitute an excellent example of figural 
art from the early dynastic period. They 
demonstrate the artisan’s proficiency 
in producing and modeling gold sheet. 
The attention to details is particularly 

1  The bigger figure was transferred from the gypsum core to a wooden one (prepared earlier in poland), in 2010 and the 
same will be done with the smaller figure in 2012. 

Fig. 2.  The larger figure following preliminary 
conservation measures 

Fig. 3.  The two gold figures, larger and smaller, 
after conservation and reconstruction
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impressive. Both figures had eyes made 
of imported lapis-lazuli. The brows were 
filled with some organic material, now lost, 
either bitumen or ebony. The figures are 
believed to be images of the ruler and his 

son/heir (ciałowicz 2007: 70; chłodnicki, 
ciałowicz 2008: 148). once the recon-
struction work is completed, the two 
figures will have contributed significantly 
to our understanding of early dynastic art. 
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